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Standing up for seafarers
Peter Lahay
Canadian National Co-ordinator, International Transport Workers Federation

F

or 20 years, in ports across Canada,
in regulatory meetings in Ottawa
and in lectures and rallies around
the world, there is one phrase that Peter
Lahay has used repeatedly to describe the
foreign seafarers he represents. They are,
he says, “among the world’s most marginalized and isolated workers”. It’s an attitude that Lahay, a Vancouver inspector
with the International Transport Workers
Federation, takes up every gangway as
part of the ITF’s Flag of Convenience
(FOC) campaign. His job is to ensure
respect, fair treatment and decent working conditions for the men and women
who crew the world’s commercial fleet at
a time of labour shortages, over-capacity
and cutthroat competition. His other
mission? To push for the partnerships,
transparency and equity that he believes
will rehabilitate a shipping industry and
a national trading agenda increasingly
under fire from the public.
BCSN: Peter, can you start with a bit of
background on your labour federation and
the campaign you represent?
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...there is one phrase that Peter Lahay has used repeatedly to describe the
foreign seafarers he represents. They are, he says, “among the world’s most
marginalized and isolated workers”.
PL: The campaign currently employs
about 145 men and women as ship
inspectors. We board vessels daily around
the world and, through our inspections,
maintain and improve seafarers’ living
and working conditions. We encourage
the signing of ITF collective bargaining
agreements and ensure adherence to
their terms. We investigate complaints
about lack of food, clean water, medical
attention and abuse; we deal with injuries, death claims, crew abandonment and
generally poor onboard conditions. Our
work is part of a central database held by
the ITF that contains a record of all ships
we encounter and any offences found. We
make a lot of our database info available
to ship brokering and chartering companies to ensure vessels they represent are

compliant with current Maritime Labour
Convention requirements.
In Canada, we have inspectors in
Halifax, Montreal and Vancouver.
They’re drawn from the ITF’s Canadian
affiliates — Unifor, the International
Longshore and Warehouse Union and
the Seafarers International Union. I’m
the local inspector and our national
co-ordinator.
In B.C., we’ve been running the Flag
of Convenience campaign since the
1970s. Vancouver has long had an international reputation among seafarers and
trade unions as a port where problems are
solved. Prior to 2000, we saw our share
of substandard shipping — poor living
conditions on board, abused and cheated
seafarers. It was standard to set and meet
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an annual goal of collecting a million
dollars in back pay for seafarers who had
been cheated. Since Canada ratified the
Paris MOU on port state control in 1994,
both Transport Canada and the ITF have
successfully worked to eradicate some of
the worst examples of substandard shipping that has entered our ports. Though
conditions are much, much better now,
by no means has the industry completely
cleaned up its act. So we’re still here.
BCSN: Could you describe an average
day for an inspector?
PL: Every day looks different. For
example, there are all kinds of discharging and loading operations in Canada
and one of the more dangerous is loading logs. There have been several recent
cases of foreign crew injured during one
stage or another of loading operations.
Recently, we had a seafarer on the West
Coast of Vancouver Island who lost his
leg. In such a case, my day might mean
that I get the information from the local
dockworkers’ union; pick up a copy of the
incident report; immediately get in touch
with the ship owner or operator no matter which country operations are located;
make contact with the worker’s family;
make sure the owner meets all of his obligations to give full care. I will work with
affiliate trade unions in the labour-supply
country and the beneficial ownership
country.
The most important thing in such a
case is to ensure the crewman receives
his full entitlements and is not cheated
by insurance companies, lawyers or
shady operators. We might also be in
contact with Transport Canada and the
Transportation Safety Board, depending
on particulars of the accident.
Unfortunately, shipping is still an
industry where the cost of personal injury
is far outweighed by the expediency of
ship operations. It’s very important that
accidents aren’t repeated and we have a
role in ensuring they aren’t.
Other days, work involves feeding data
to the political arms of the ITF so that
we have the information necessary to
support our arguments at international
forums like the International Labour
Organization or the IMO. For example,
there’s much discussion in the industry
right now about setting up an insurance
fund to cover crew wages and repatriations during abandonments. We’re often
asked to forward information which
will help P&I clubs, the International

Aboard Tymac Launch on his way to meet with abandoned crew of the MV Zoodotis (1999).
Shipping Federation, the ILO and the
ITF come to an agreement.
In the same way, we often liaise with
dockworkers on things like container
issues. We see a lot of accidents due to
over-weight containers and our information feeds into international solutions. I’m
very pleased to note that Al Le Monnier,
retired Third Vice-President of ILWU
Canada, is presently working on behalf of
the ITF at the IMO on container weight
issues. We’re very proud of his work.
Some of the work is regulatory. For
example, one of our big projects in
Canada recently has been amendments
to Maritime Transportation Security
Regulations. We wanted to ensure that
seafarers’ labour representatives and seafarers’ welfare organizations have full
access to crew on vessels in marine terminals. It was critical to get that access and it
was a successful endeavour that involved
massive consultations Canada-wide with
industry, labour and government.
Other work? We need to ensure seafarers have access to shore leave without having to pay fees or hire taxis just to get in
and out of terminals.
And since about 2006, I’ve been working with TC on amendments to the
Canada Shipping Act and other legislation and regulations to ensure Canada’s
compliance with the Maritime Labour
Convention 2006, which is now in force.
The consultations were exhaustive but
productive — we’re proud to report
that, through the efforts of all involved,
Canada became the 11th country in the

world to ratify this critical convention.
We should all be proud of that.
On August 22, 2013, Canada executed its very first convention detention
— only two days after it came into force.
The Panama-flagged Hydra Warrior was
detained in Sept-Iles, Quebec over illegal
wages and an illegal seafarers’ employment agreement. The vessel was covered
by a collective agreement but the company was not paying the crew according
to its terms and even the employment
contracts were completed at wage levels
lower than the collective agreements on
board the vessel. The successful detention
resulted in full back pay of $41,000 USD
to workers. That detention in Quebec
was stickhandled by me from Vancouver.
Transport Canada inspectors are not yet
experts in maritime labour conditions; we
are.
BCSN: Which part of the job do you like
best?
PL: One of the things I enjoy the
most is sharing my experience with new
inspectors. In 1997, I become involved
in training and development of new ITF
inspectors. We had grown from 40 worldwide to about 140 and that increase meant
we needed a training and development
program to refine the professionalism
of the inspectorate. In 1998, I moved to
London as the training and development
co-ordinator. New inspectors were taught
how to plan and conduct an ITF labour
inspection, verify crew wage claims, complete ITF documentation, negotiate the
signing of ITF agreements and network
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Celebrating sale in Federal Court with the crew of the abandoned Atlantis Two.

We have to trust each other. It’s a small port and nobody is going anywhere...
And we all want to make sure crew are treated fairly...So I guess that’s my
point about port relations — mutual trust is imperative.
with regulatory agencies, affiliate unions
and shipping entities.
When I first started in London, we
had one ITF inspector in Mumbai, India
— that has since expanded to include
all major ports in India. Among many
others, we also added an ITF inspector
in Ireland and it has since become a very
strong country in the ITF sphere. The
worldwide expansion means that when an
inspector goes up the gangway, the ship
owners, the crew and the captain all know
that he or she is part of a global force of
ITF inspectors promoting and enforcing
trade union rights and decent terms and
conditions for crew…who are among the
most isolated and marginalized workers
in the world.
BCSN: What are your relationships like
in the port here?
PL: Early in my career here, I had a
pretty nasty dispute on a ship involving
horrible conditions and horrible treatment of crew. I went aboard to find a
solution and calculate the wage claim
which came out to about $80,000 or
$90,000 USD. I contacted the ship
owner in Greece and he promised to start
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improving conditions the next day. The
local agent also came aboard. I remember
him to this day: Brock Crystal, great guy.
After the owner agreed to our calculations
and to improve onboard conditions, the
agent asked if they could resume loading.
I said no, not until conditions had started
to improve and the money had arrived.
He told me that I had his word that he
would have money aboard the next day.
He said ‘it’s a small port, we’re going to
deal with each other again, we have to
trust each other’. After consulting with a
more experienced dockworker colleague,
I eventually agreed. That agent was true
to his word and brought the money the
next morning. It was a fantastic lesson for
me in building trust with local agents in
this port. We work very closely with each
other and they should be acknowledged.
Even today, 20 years later, when I meet a
new agent and I’m dealing with a problem, I tell him that story. We have to trust
each other. It’s a small port and nobody is
going anywhere. Our jobs are to keep the
ship moving, get the cargo loaded or discharged and get it on its way. And we all
want to make sure crew are treated fairly.

Nobody wants to see abuse on ships. So I
guess that’s my point about port relations
— mutual trust is imperative.
BCSN: Let’s talk about trends. What are
you seeing in labour supply?
PL: For the past 50 years, ship owners
have tended to source the cheapest labour
available — from countries within the
former East Bloc and developing countries like the Philippines, Sri Lanka,
Indonesia, Pakistan, Bangladesh and so
on. Most times, crew from junior officers
on down were hired from those countries,
while senior officers and engineering personnel might come from traditional maritime labour countries. Before 2001, you’d
also find plenty of crew from Muslim
countries. Now, likely because of post9/11 concerns about entry into the U.S.
and other western ports, ship owners have
abandoned Muslim crews in favour of the
Philippines, India, Ukraine and Russia.
In the 1990s, Indonesia made up a large
portion of crew coming to Vancouver.
They were always found on the poorest ships — no soap, infestations of
cockroaches, poor wages, many of them
unpaid — but those crew would never
complain. They came from a country
that, at that time, had no normal democratic protections. At around the time the
Suharto government was about to fall and
we heard news of protests in Jakarta, all of
a sudden Indonesian crews became highly
vocal about the abhorrent conditions.
We began to handle hundreds of cases
of poorly treated Indonesian seafarers.
Once they found their voice, we worked
together to clean up the mess.
It’s the same story with Ukrainian
and Russian crew. At one time, they
were only found on state-owned vessels
but after Glasnost, there was a flood of
Eastern European crew into the labour
market. Crew from Russia did quite well
but crew from Ukraine fared very poorly.
I suspect that’s because seafarers’ unions
in these countries developed at different paces. Our affiliate, the Seafarers
Union of Russia, was quick off the mark
to establish proper, coherent relations
with the ITF and to set up the alliances
necessary to ensure that Russian crew
landed on the best vessels possible, those
by and large covered by ITF-acceptable
agreements. In Ukraine, the opposite
was true. Ukrainian unions fought over
the spoils; they were caught up in games
with crewing agents in Odessa and so
seafarers tended to end up on the poorest

ships. It has remained that way ever since.
Recently however, Ukrainian unions
have been getting their act together and
inspiring confidence among Ukrainian
seafarers. We are increasingly seeing ships
crewed with Ukrainian seafarers beginning to normalize.
The Philippines remains the largest
labour-supply country in the world, with
some 400,000 registered Filipino seafarers. There are a lot of reasons for this
— crew speak good English, the international language of shipping; they are,
for the most part, well trained; and they
provide for a consistent labour supply.
Burma is an interesting case. In the
1990s, the ITF brought a complaint to
the ILO about the repressive and abusive Burmese regime and its treatment
of seafarers and the ILO upheld it. Now,
Myanmar wishes to continue to supply
shipboard personnel but in order to do
so, it had to ratify the Maritime Labour
Convention. The MLC requires Myanmar
to allow bona fide trade unions and to
regulate crewing agencies. The regulations prevent crewing agencies from charging seafarers for jobs or requiring them
to sign over their houses (or their parents’
houses) should they complain to a foreign
labour organization.
So when we look at trends in labour
supply, there’s a common theme. A significant portion of the industry sources
labour where they have quality crew
and good relations with the labour supply country. But still, even with those
we would consider to be good owners,
we’ll find portions of their fleet to be
crewed in ways that are questionable and
where labour practices see crew blatantly
cheated.
And that was the reason for the
Maritime Labour Convention. The MLC
didn’t come about because the ITF
whined and complained about inhumane
labour practices. In fact, the MLC was
agreed to, in my opinion, for two very
important reasons: One was to address
the poor public perception of shipping;
and the second reason, probably more
significant, was that quality ship owners
were becoming weary of unfair competition from their brethren.
The Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development was commissioned by shipping organizations to
do a quantitative analysis of what constitutes substandard shipping. They looked
at different ship types — bulk carriers,
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container ships, ro-ro vessels — and different tonnages and sizes and did an analysis
of how much money a ship owner can save
per year by sailing his vessels in a substandard manner. They looked at things like
paying crew sub-industry wages, cheating
crew on wages, not adhering to maintenance schedules, not rectifying shipboard
deficiencies, denying medical attention to
crew, providing late repatriation of crew
and they came up with a dollar figure that
ship owners would save. They found that
substandard shipping constituted unfair
shipping, a distortion of commerce in the
shipping market. The MLC will hopefully
be a tool that will allow quality operators
to compete on a more even level.
BCSN: Could you move on to trends in
labour relations, and then I want to ask
about wages.
PL: The ITF has a council that governs all aspects of the FOC campaign; it’s
known as the Fair Practices Committee
(FPC). The FPC has historically set the
terms of ITF-acceptable agreements. In
fact, the term “flag of convenience” was
coined by the ITF.
At the beginning of the FOC campaign
— a campaign to drive ships back to their
national flags — the ITF had only one
collective bargaining agreement, known
as the Standard Agreement. This agreement was a weighted average of all seafarers unions’ national wage scales from
developed Western countries. So it was
a high-cost agreement and was usually
imposed through industrial action.

In the early 1980s, Asian affiliates
developed what was known as the Asian
agreement, later recognized by the ITF as
the “total crew cost” agreement, or TCC
Agreement. The argument presented to
the ITF by our Asian affiliates was that
traditionally, vessels trading in Asia had
higher crew numbers. For example, you
might find Indian-crewed vessels that
would have 40 to 50 crew aboard and the
notion was that its total crew cost was
about equal to a European-crewed vessel of 23. Thus, the agreement became a
“total crew cost” agreement. But of course,
over time, even those highly manned vessels have gone down to normal industry
standards. You would never see a crew of
40 now — 19 to 23 seafarers is the norm.
So this agreement became less onerous
on the ship owner than the standard ITF
agreement.
From the ITF’s perspective, the TCC
Agreement became the carrot the owner
would voluntarily sign up to, and the
Standard Agreement would become the
stick that they would sign only through
industrial action. These agreements would
be unilaterally increased from time to time
by the ITF Fair Practices Committee and
then imposed on ship owners.
Over the last 15 years, we’ve seen
markets go up and down. There was a
downturn around 1998 that was going
to coincide with another increase in the
ITF Standard and TCC agreements —
an unpopular proposal for ship owners.
It was during this time that a number

of the larger ship-management companies formed a bargaining association
under the auspices of the International
Maritime Employers Council. The IMEC
and the ITF launched negotiations for
the purpose of collective bargaining on
FOC ships. This became known as the
International Bargaining Forum, established in 2003 as a mechanism through
which maritime employers and the ITF
can engage in collective bargaining. The
approach has been extremely successful and productive for responsible ship
owners who demand certainty, and for
the ITF and its affiliated unions who seek
improvements for the world’s seafarers.
Since 2003, we have concluded a global
collective bargaining agreement that
allows for local flexibility and local negotiations between labour-supply unions,
traditional beneficial ownership unions
and maritime employers.
From the employer’s perspective, they
have made gains as well. They have made
inroads into how the ITF Welfare Fund is
distributed, in addition to lower entrance
fees. They won a training allowance paid
for out of crew wages and have slowly
shifted money from ratings to more
expensive officers.
There’s another aspect of labour relations that’s important. As I said earlier,
one of the biggest problems with shipping
is its poor public perception — which is
critical here in B.C. when we talk about
port expansion, the Asia-Pacific Gateway,
tankers, coal, etc. The public demands
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that shipping be conducted safely, with care for the environment and for the human element. They want to know that crew
are well-trained, well-rested and well-treated. Quality shipping
allows for the proper representation of crew, so we have to get
past our provincial, parochial prejudices about labour unions.
If you speak to the leadership of the IMEC, or the leadership
of the ITF, or to leading ship mangers, you’ll get a sense of the
pride that all of these parties have that they are engaged in comprehensive social dialogue to improve conditions for workers in
our industry.
BCSN: We’ve hit the million-dollar question — what do crew
get paid, what is the average salary these days?
PL: Well, 20 years ago, it was $800 USD for a 276-hour working month. That’s for an AB (an “able bodied seaman”). Today,
under an ITF-IBF agreement, it’s $1,300 for an AB for the same
hours, with improved provisions for injury, disability and death,
improved onboard conditions, improved repatriation requirements, improved grievance procedures — and a willingness from
ship owners to actually honour the agreement, not simply sign it.
But since we’re talking about a maritime industry where a major
component is water, we all know water will find its lowest level.
We’re starting to see more ship owners moving ships into what are
known as “national flags”. There are two or three major national
flags where, under ITF policy, they are allowed to pay something
known as “ILO minimum plus $50”. An AB in this situation is
paid $1,040 USD a month for 312 hours. This is starting to cause
a lot of concern among members of the ITF family. Though the
ITF agrees with the notion that some major maritime registries
truly are national flags, it doesn’t agree that any foreign-owned
vessel that might be taken into the registry should automatically fall under national flag conditions. Those vessels can still be
deemed to be FOC under ITF policy. Inspectors are noticing more
and more of this; it’s becoming a problem. There are some pretty
major and well-known companies hiding in national registers
right now and it’s an unacceptable situation.
Another thing ITF inspectors are on the lookout for are vessels
that are covered by the MLC but not covered by ITF agreements,

Though the ITF agrees with the notion that some major
maritime registries truly are national flags, it doesn’t
agree that any foreign-owned vessel [in] the registry
should automatically fall under national flag conditions.
where the ship owners are simply paying ILO minimum wages.
ILO minimum is not an acceptable standard of salary. It’s never
been accepted by the ITF and its affiliates and certainly is not
accepted by the worldwide inspectorate. I think a lot of ship
owners will try us on with this, but $1,028 USD a month for 312
hours of work per month is hardly a fair exchange. That equals
$3.29 an hour. It’s not a fair wage anywhere, especially not for
ships engaged in international trade and carrying Canada’s natural resources to Asia. The 312 hours in a month under those
terms equals 10.5 hours per day, every day of the month, without
a day off. Those terms and conditions will never be accepted
by the ITF, and not by Canadians who expect something more
from an already controversial shipping industry and controversial resource extraction industry.
BCSN: Let’s talk about other issues you track. Start with crew
recruitment, development and retention.
PL: Since the global downturn in 2008, overall tonnage continues to increase. Ships are coming out of drydocks and not
enough ships are going to breakers, so we have too many vessels competing for too little cargo and that’s putting pressure
not only on the economics of shipping, but also on competent
crewing of vessels. Simply put, the industry demand for seafarers
has outstripped the labour supply and competent education and
training.
We’re starting to see some of the more progressive ship owners
work to encourage retention. The first shipping company that
came to my attention that actually took retention seriously was
TeeKay Shipping. A seafarer wrote to me one time asking about
a deduction and a promise of contributions to a retirement fund
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ITF and port workers supporting an eight-month lockout of IKEA workers (December 2013).

We are extremely concerned about the impact of criminalization without the
right to be presumed innocent also in place. This unfair treatment of seafarers
has a tremendous impact on the industry as a whole
and asked me if it was legitimate. When I
investigated, I found that the ship owner
— TeeKay, here in Vancouver — had
actually launched a proper employee company pension plan with joint contributions to ensure that the seafarers’ futures
were taken care of — much as we expect
for ourselves and other Canadian workers.
We’re seeing other companies follow this
example. We’re also seeing some companies pay re-signing bonuses and now we’re
even seeing some companies operate fleets
of identical or similar vessels that retained
crew can man with minimal orientation.
Unfortunately, this doesn’t yet describe
the majority of the industry. Shipping companies continue to plunder one another’s
resources and not invest enough in crew
training nor provide enough berths for
cadets. With the increase in tonnage, we’re
starting to see extremely rapid promotion
of seafarers. This year, I was aboard a ship
where the third officer had started off as
cadet, was promoted to ordinary seaman
and then to third officer, all in one ninemonth contract period. Captains and chief
officers are younger and younger. Many of
these senior officers do not yet possess all
of the desirable life experiences that go into
properly managing, maintaining and sailing these vessels from port to port. That’s
resulting in an increasing number of injuries, accidents and collisions and sometimes
it is affecting discipline aboard the vessels.
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It’s something that industry is going to
have to come to address. I think the only
way to resolve this is to provide these crew,
who we put under such extreme pressure,
with better support and training. We
shouldn’t expect that within five years of
graduating a maritime academy they will
be captains. It’s not safe. It’s not responsible
shipping and it doesn’t instill confidence in
the public that this industry is well-managed and well-governed.
BCSN: I know you have concerns about
criminalization.
PL: We do. In 2005, the Government
of Canada implemented legislation that
provides for criminal strict liability for
pollution. The regime is contrary to
the international conventions to which
Canada is party and is contrary to the constitutionally protected right that individuals are presumed innocent until proven
guilty. We are extremely concerned about
the impact of criminalization without
the right to be presumed innocent also
in place. This unfair treatment of seafarers has a tremendous impact on the
industry as a whole — and in particular,
the recruitment of seafarers and possibly
the attraction for shipping companies to
relocate to Vancouver.
The ITF and the International ShipOwners Alliance of Canada have been
working hard to amend this regime.
We appeared together before the Senate

in 2005 and 2009 and in the House of
Commons in 2009.
By working together on this issue, the
ITF and ISAC have built a bond of trust
and have subsequently worked on other
issues such as marine pollution, seafarers’ rights and regressive shipping legislation. We recognize common causes when
we see them.
BCSN: Can you talk about the ITF’s top
priorities right now?
PL: The priority issue for us is a thorough and proper implementation of the
MLC 2006. We’re still in the first year of
the convention and still in the process of
welcoming new countries into the MLC
— countries like Belgium, for example.
We’re also looking forward to the successful completion of ongoing talks of the
International Bargaining Forum where
they are currently negotiating the latest
IBF agreement.
And we’re hoping for a better understanding in the maritime industry here
of the importance of the human element
and quality shipping and how they fit
together. Every day, we find stories in the
media about why we should say no to the
various Gateway projects. The public has
a clear lack of confidence in the shipping
industry and until we recognize and deal
with that genuine public concern, we will
continue to lose the arguments for further
development and for international trade
and commerce through the Asia-Pacific
Gateway. That hurts everyone.
BCSN: Peter, the Asia-Pacific Gateway
is still a work in progress. Can you talk more
about that?
PL: There are two aspects to consider
that would alleviate some of the public’s concerns. First, they want to know,
rightly, what’s in it for Canadians — why
so few jobs seem to be involved. If we’re
shipping out raw commodities, we should
favour shipping companies that have
established a corporate base in Vancouver
because they’re providing jobs here and
they have roots in the community. In addition, Canada’s marine officers’ union, the
Canadian Merchant Service Guild, has
called for some Canadian jobs for officers
on vessels that are trading our oil and gas
to Asia and, dare I say it, consideration of
an international second register.
More broadly, the Guild, the SIU and
ILWU 400 are calling for increased manning on escort vessels. The industry argues
that two persons on board an escort tug is
sufficient. That may have been true when
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a berthing tug was no longer than 12 metres but these vessels
are now in excess of 30 metres, 450 tonnes with three decks and
sophisticated machinery. The Canadian public will have a hard
time believing the two-man argument.
So there are things that we still need to do, issues on which we
still need to reach agreement. The only way we can do that is if
industry, government and labour are partners in the Gateway.
To leave one partner behind is foolhardy. To achieve a so-called
social licence, this has to be a wealth creator for the public.
There’s no sense doing this if it’s just about corporate profits.
If that’s it, shut it down. We’re not interested. All boats need to
float on the rising tide of prosperity, all of them.
BCSN: Finally, what about abandonments?
PL: Abandonment is still a problem around the world. We’re
hoping all of the social partners in shipping will support the move
under way to fund an insurance policy for cases of abandonment. The new MLC requires owners to have insurance coverage for abandonment but this only covers repatriation costs, not
unpaid wages — and there are always wages owing. We’re in an
intense dialogue with the International Chamber of Shipping
and others about MLC amendments on that.
Seafarers have to be paid. It’s critical.
I’ll give you a recent example from our waters. The Lyubov
Orlova, a Russian-owned cruise ship, sailed into the port of St.
John’s, Newfoundland in September 2010 and was arrested by
the charterer, Cruise North Expeditions, out of Nunavut. Fortyeight crew contacted us, mostly Russians. They hadn’t been paid
for a few months. Unpaid wages were $300,000 USD. After
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plodding through negotiations with the Russian owners and the
hope that the vessel might be sold to cover outstanding debts and
wages, it finally all fell through. It was left to the good people of
St. John’s to scrape up food and money for the crew. For months,
we had dozens of Russian men and women wandering St. John’s
penniless. Finally, the Russian government flew most of the
crew home; we kept a skeleton crew aboard, hoping for a federal
court order to seize and sell her. Unfortunately, the vessel was
no longer in class and at least four ship brokers told us there was
no guaranteed commercial value, which left the vessel virtually
unsellable. It was worth nothing. The only real interested party
left was the port, which stepped up nine months after the last
crew flew home and sold the vessel for $275,000. That didn’t
even cover port dues owing. The port took all of the proceeds
and the crew got nothing. No one else, not suppliers, not crew
short their $300,000, not anyone, got a penny. It got worse. That
saga ended with the vessel being towed out of St. John’s harbour into a storm by an undersized tug. The tow line parted,
leaving the vessel adrift in the North Atlantic, heading towards
Hibernia. No one stepped up to the plate to retrieve the vessel,
not even as it passed the Hibernia oil platform. To this day, the
vessel remains adrift in the Atlantic, its only inhabitants are rats.
It’s disgraceful and it’s a black eye on the industry.
At a time when we are trying to promote pipelines and exports
and shipping as a great job field, what is the public to think?
Why would they have faith in an industry that looks like that?
Crew, the people we hire to safely man the ships that transport our goods, are too often the very last consideration when
decisions are made. I wonder sometimes how very different the
industry would look to the world, and how much easier their
relations might be, if they put their employees first. Imagine
what that world would look like. BCSN
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150 countries, with a combined membership of 4.5 million people.
The ITF represents its affiliates at international bodies including the
International Maritime Organization, the International Labour Organization and the International Civil Aviation Organization.
It is best known for its Flag of Convenience campaign, active for more
than 60 years. The campaign aims to drive ship owners back to their
national flags and prevent them from avoiding regulations in their home
countries. In the meantime, the campaign represents seafarers on FOC
vessels, bargaining for and protecting their wages and working conditions.
For more information, please visit:
www.itfglobal.org
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